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INTRODUCTION.
It is a psychological truism that imagination is fundamental
in the evolution of mind. Without it memory itself would not exist;
and if memory were not possible , then affection and love would cease
to "be.
Thought could not go on without imagination. Its excursions
into the past would "be cut off ; one's mental life, with relation to
the present ,would he restricted to merely isolated sensations i and
the prevision of the future would be no more.
Whether one thinks of the practical , the scientific , the aes-
thetic, the ethical, the religious world of ideas and action,how vast,
how comprehensive ,how all-embracing is the function of imagination.
It breathes the very breath of life into all one's mental activities.
Whatever applies to imagination in adults ,may , equally or even
with greater force, apply to imagination as it develops in the child.
So it is of no small importance that further investigations of the
laws of growth that characterize imagination be made.
SOME IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS CONCERNING THE IMAGINATION
OP CHILDREN.
Concerning the various aspects of child development ,many stud-
ies have appoared in recent years. In this connection, only a few of
the important papers and studies that are,more or less , directly re-
lated to the problem of imagination need be considered.
In this field of psychology , as well as in many others, Dr. G.
Stanley Hall has made many investigations that are rich both in data
and interpretation. His work on "Adolescence" abounds in facts and
suggestions. Only a few passages can be referred to here, but others
u,uc
f
will be drawn upon in the course of the discussions that follow. The
world of the child in its early years ,Dr .Hall hits off in this happy
way: "In childhood credulity amounts almost to hypnotic suggestibil-
ity. Not only is everything believed, but the faintest hint starts
the exuberent imagination to vividness often hallucinatory. This
power to believe the false and even the absurd, in infancy, is not de-
fect, but excess of psychic vitality. The narrow horizon of reality
within juvenile Icen is not enough, and the world of fancy and myth is
needed to supplement it. Never is receptivity so near to creative
energy, and this is why genius is defined as the preservation into
mature years of the fecund mental spontaneity of childhood.
" (1
)
How clearly this statement reveals the need of supplying the imagi-
nation of the child the appropriate food for its development! All
the child's belief , all its usefulness , and all its happiness are at
issue. These will be modified by every myth, and by every imaginative
impulse
.
In another chapter he continues to emphasize the place of myth
as a foundation for imagination. The part that adolescence plays is
clearly presented in its manifold phases. This passage is typical:
"Adolescence marks the rise of the first sentimental response, the
best first expression of which is my th, poetry , and the religions of
nature. Familiarity with and love of those interpretations should
be diligently and systematically fostered .
" (2)
(1) Hall, "Adolescence, "Vol. II. p. 315.
(2) Hall, "Adolescence, "Vol. II. Chap.XII .p. 153.
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The chapters on "Changes in the Senses and the Voice" and "Ev-
olution and the Feelings and Interests Characteristic of Normal Ado-
lescence" contain many helpful facts that throw light upon many fund-
amental considerations involved in a study of imagination.
It has seemed to the writer that it would "be difficult to find
a better setting forth of the importance of imagination in child
life than Dr.Hall has contributed. In discussing "Imagination and
Play" he writes : "Children imagine or make "believe they are animals,
soldiers ,hunters in extreme peril from wild beasts , Indians , artisans
and tradesmen of many kinds , doc tors
,
preachers , angels , ogres . They
play school, court ,meeting, congress. If hit with wooden daggers in
the game of war , they stand aside and play they are dead. If they
step on a crack in walking the floor or sidewalk, they call it they
are poisoned. Protruding spots of earth or land in ponds or pools, or
at half-tide in the bay, suggest the geography of a continent , and in
one case, for years , Boston, Providence ,West Indies ,Gibralter and Brook-
lyn Bridge were thus designated by all the children of a large school
in their plays. The play-house sometimes is so real as to have
spools for barrels of flour
,
pounded rotten wood for sugar
,
pumpkin
chairs , cucumber cows,moss carpets , sticks for doors,which must be kept
shut, twig brooms, pet animals for stock with pastures and yards, all
the domestic industries in pantomime , toad-stools , lichens , and puff-
balls, for bric-a-brac while some older boy and girl may play parents
with sacred pet names, and younger ones as children , of ten for a whole
term, and in rare instances for years ;all of this, of course, being al-
most always in the country. They baptize cats, bury dolls, have pup-
pet shows,with so many pins admission, all with elaborate details.
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They dress up and mimic other often older people, ride on horse-cars,
and imagine them fine carriages
,
get up doll hospitals , and play sur-
ge on, or Florence nightingale ." (1)
Dr .V/.H.Burnham presents an interesting study , calling attention
to "The Individual Differences in Imagination. " (2) He discusses four
types of reproductive imagination ; emphasizes some differences in the
productive imagination and states some important educational aspects
of the subject. The treatment is largely historical and "biographi-
cal in its facts ;but the "bringing together of so much data,with so
many suggestive lines for further studies makes this one of the most
helpful papers on trie subject,
Lillian H.Chalmers contributes three short "Studies in Imagi-
nation. "(3) which show first, the literature preferences , second , the
imagination of children in their play with dolls, and third, the imag-
inative association of sex with odd and even numbers. Many novel and
striking facts are brought out.
"The Pedagogy of Myth in the Grades" has been well presented by
Mr .Ezra Allen. "It is comparatively recent that teachers have thought
to introduce myth into the kindergarten and the grades, and that the
pedagogic value of this vast product of the race's imagination has
not yet been fully realized." Here are stories that appeal to the
child, for as Taine says, "The mental state of little children is, in
many respects , that of primitive peoples in the mythological and poet-
ical period."" And Compayre adds,"If we let the child alone, and if
(1) Ped.Sem. Vol.1.p. 213.
(2)?ed.Sem. Vol .II
.pp .204-225
.
( 3 )Ped .Sem. Vol .VII
.pp . 111-123
.

education did not come in to put reason into his fancies, we should
see him creatine a new and complete mythology. " It is nature's way
for the child to be interested in the vast field of myth and imagi-
nation. In this way its mind is filled with apperceiving ideas for
more serious studies, for "Myth is the mother of religion, philosophy
,
science , nature study ,morals , art ,history ,geograp}iy, and poetry. In it
we trace the evolution of all there, it forms part of the soul's
evolution. " (1)
Dr. Irving King lays great stress on the functional interpreta-
tion in which he shows the "intimate interrelations of all forms of
mental activity," Kis statement of how images come into the mind of
the child is clear-cut. He says, "The moment there is an adjustment
to "be made that is not provided for in the inherited reflexes or in-
stincts, that moment we must have the beginnings of an organized con-
sciousness. This persistence of a previous stimulus in consciousness
we may call an image, and we may note that the sole aim of its per-
sistence is to get itself reinstated as sensation. "( 2
)
Space forbids that more extended notice be given to the contri-
butions already made to the literature of imagination and its devel-
opment. However, in the course of this study numerous references v/ill
be made to papers and works on the subject. These , together with a
bibliography ,will , it is hoped, give a somewhat comprehensive survey of
the literature of imagination in so far, at least, as the scope of this
discussion requires,
(1) Ped.Sem. Vol .VIII. pp.258-277.
(2) King, "The Psychology of Child Development"
.pp. 88-89.
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THE PROBLEM STATED.
Most of the articles mentioned above, and those more specifical-
ly to be referred to subsequently in the text, or to be mentioned in
the bibliography , do not deal primarily with the important steps by
which the imagination evolves from its mythopoeic and primitive types
to those characteristic of the practical, social, aesthetic and relig-
ious relations of adult life.
They have , also , dealt , for the most part, with imagination , in the
popular sense of the word, rather than in its more exact psychologi-
cal signification. It is the purpose of this study, on the other hand
to consider the problem of the development of all types of imagina-
tion whether of the simplest and of the most elementary sort, or of
the more complex and creative varieties
,
(from the ages of about ten
(10) to twenty (20) years) as this growth is shown in the school work
of children and youths of both sexes.
Perhaps, the whole problem may be more comprehensively stated in
a number of sub-problems \ (l)The typical elements that enter into the
imagination of children , and their variation in the course of school
development. (2)The more productive or creative forms of imagination
as they manifest themselves at various periods of educational growth.
(3) The relation of imagination to the other aspects of the mind.
(4) The different imaginative interests of the sexes. (5) The dis-
tinctive function of imagination in the growth of mind. (6) The extent
to which imagination of school children is under the contrcl of those
who teach, or, in other words, some of the important pedagogic consider-
ations that naturally follow from the conclusions and suggestions,
that may be shown, in the course of this inductive study.

METHOD A1TD MATERIAL.
The material for this study is based ui)on three thousand (3000)
compositions , collected in response to the following circular to Su-
perintendents and principals of various schools in Illinois:
Urbana,Ill. , Oct. 27 ,1002.
Dear Sir :
I wish to find out some of the principal interests of children
as shewn in their regular written work in school and tal:e the liber-
ty of soliciting your assistance in collecting material for that pur-
pose. I would like to get compositions from each of the pupils (a*;
far as possible) of the four upper grades of the Grammar school and
of all the grades of the high school, in your town. It is important
for the purposes of the study that these compositions should be pre-
pared as a part of the regular work of the pupils and that they
should not be revised or corrected by the pupils after the papers
have been submitted to the teacher. The pupils from the grades are
to select one of the following subjects from 7/hich to write:
1.A Funny Story I Have Read or Heard. 4.How the Flowers were Colored.
2 .What I See on My Way to School. 5.A Fairy Story.
3. The Story of a Poor Boy or Girl. 6 .A Good Joke.
The subjects from which the high school pupils are to select
one are as follows:
l.A Voyage in an Air -Ship in the Year 2000.
2 .How the Flowers Get Their Colors.
3,A Laughable Story.
4.What I Can See with my Eyes Shu-c.
5 .Hy First Visit to the Theatre.
6 .A Poor Family
.
7.Adventures of a School Desk.
G.A Fairy Story.
9.A Comical Character,
10. The Weeds in Autumn.
11.Displays in the Shop Windows.
12. Jokes I Have played.

I desire the work to be entirely spontaneous and original with
no suggestion as to content or method of treatment , and particualrly
with ao hint on the part of the teacher or parent as to the choice of
subject. Each paper should have the full name of the pupil, the age
and grade. Any compositions which you may be able to secure for me
may be expressed to me in care of the Department of Education. Thank-
ing you in advance for your assistance in the matter, I am,
Very truly yours,
Stephen S. Colvin.
Three thousand compositions were carefully read and graded un-
der categories as represented in this scheme.
TABLE H0.1.
: Number of Themes , ,-t%if ir /Tor r "ITU • 354 • 215 202 •
: School Grade \t>i 6 th' 7 th ! - "9 th -<l vy wii • 11th ; 12th :
:Age llXX
:Sex • Bi Xv •
:Subject 3
: Formal
: Correctness . %
:Humor ,
:Feeling : 2
: Logic ; 1 :
: Grade of
: Imagination :: 3 :
ition
: :Visual : 5
: : Auditory : 3
factual i 2 ;
: 2 .
,
P«: Olfactory ;
^ ff : Gustatory :
; : Organic , !
: Muscular ; 2 :
M
M Scientific . :
•H :Fairy Story ' : : 4
l-i
Nature Myth . :
.Common Place
. 2 !
. He r o i c ; 3 :
.Dramatic 6 .
.Keligious
.
":
.Melancholia ; :
.Historic :
EXPLANATION. OP CATEGORIES.
Under formal correctness , spelling, phrasing, sentence construct-
ion, paragraphing, etc ., were taken into account. In humor, kind and
quality of mirth-provoking elements were considered. In grading

feeling an effort was made to estimate tha affective and emotional
qualities. Logic included order and unity of thought ; this , also , con-
sidered the reasoning and the logical side of grammatical construct-
ion. Grade of imagination had reference to degree of complexity of
imagination from the simplest reproductive image to the more complex
productive or creative images.
The eight typical forms of imagination are somewhat self-ex-
planatory. Visual referred to form and color image ; audi tory to sound
image such as all sounds of nature,music and tne human voice, etc.,
produce ; tactual images were those made up "by touch in its various
forms ;pain image took in to account those sense experiences that
enable us to imagine pain; olfactory images were such as were called
up by odors; gustatory images were those produced by taste. This in-
cludes salt , sour , sweet , and bitter , together with certain sense of
feel in the mouth, such as hotness or coldness , etc •; organic images
referred to those aroused by the changes in the viscera or other or-
gans of the body jmuscular or motor images included that class pro-
duced by muscular movement of any kind.
The more creative forms of imagination were considered under
these categories: ( 1 )Scientific , (2)Fairy Stories , (3)lTature Myths,
(4)Common Place, (5)lIeroic, (6)Dramatic, ( 7 )Religious , (8 )Melancholia
,
(9)Historic.
The first considered all scientific images and, of course, may
include the whole field of scientific thought.
The second had to do with all that class of imagery in which
fairies, elves, pixies, gnomes, goblins, etc.
,
play their parts;in brief,
all class of fairy stories.
The third includes the imagery of all those myths relative to
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creation , the elements of nature , origin of animals and f lowers , e tc
•
The fourth comprehended those images that are in such common
use that they have ceased to be considered as belonging to any dis-
tinctive field of thought, as book, house , etc
.
The fifth graded ideas of self forge tfulness in the service of
others , images of intense gcing-out from self,for the sake of others.
The sixth considered that class of imagery connected with the
drama, and all dramatic action.
The seventh took account of all references to religious ideals
such as heaven , hell , God , angels .etc
.
The eighth referred to imagination that depresses in unnatural
measure, as do many imagined ills that have no very real basis in
fact.
The ninth or historic category regarded that large class of
images that belong to history.
In grading the themes it was decided for convenience to divide
them into six classes of excellence from the poorest to the best.
Each grade represents approximately 16 2/3 per cent: so the
first three grades together constitute 50 per cent ; the three upper
grades also making 50 per cent. Thus there are not only six groups
of excellence , but these may, also, be said to make a scale, when taken
together, of one hundred per cent.
Again each category was graded, as a single unit, on a scale cf
one hundred per cent. This gives a basis for comparison. To illus-
trate visual imagination in a certain theme might be marked four (4)
and tactual imagination one (1), Their relation then is at four to
one. In like manner the relation of any two elements, or all the el-
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ements of imagination represented in a theme, may be compared on the
same basis for any single paper, or for the papers as a whole.
In the first three grades fell t^ose themes which, on the whole,
showed a lack of merit in respect to the types cf imagination there
tabulated. In the three upper grades were placed those compositions
whose merits, in respect to the types of imagination under considera-
tion, were superior to the defects. For example, in the case cf the
grading of the sample composition as represented in table Ho.l,it
was just at the point of mediocrity , namely , three (3), as far as the
total grade of imagination was concerned. It showed considerable
superiority in visual imagination (grade 5). It was only mediocre
for auditory imagination (grade 3). In tactual, pain and muscular
images it was still lower (grade 2). It was entirely wanting in ol-
factory
,
gustatory and organic imagery. In the more creative forms of
imagination , it arose above mediocrity only in respect to the"fairy-
story" type of imagination (grade 4). In all the other categories
there tabulated, it was either mediocre, as for example in heroic im-
agination, (grade 3), below mediocrity or without any indication of
imagination along certain lines of the classification.
(l)By this method one does not trust to others the collection
of the data; except in so far as carrying out the instructions cf the
letter. But this refers only to the part the instructor or superin-
tendent does, and it is certainly fair to assume that this in all
cases would be done in accordance with the directions given in the
letter. So it will be seen from this, that the compositions would be
written under conditions that make them the best material for this
problem, possibly, that could be obtained.
ADVANTAGES OP THE METHOD.
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(2) The reason for this claim is seen in the fact that the meth-
od does not suggest replies that may not he genuine aB is too often
the case with the ordinary questionaire plan when in many instances,
in order to make the blanks easy to fill out, the answers wanted are
not only suggested , hut also almost stated. Nothing of that sort can
be justly charged against the plan by which the data for this study
was collected. But certainly , all the advantages can not be justly
claimed for this method.
DISADVANTAGES 0? THE METHOD
.
(l)This problem is limited to one particular phase of child
life, that part that finds expression in the written work of the
school. It will appear in later discussions that certain elements
of imagination generally attributed to children in large degree is
almost entirely wanting in the compositions examined. Yet, in re-
stricting the problem to the scope of the present discussion some-
thing is gained in definiteness ;and further, the pedagogical phases
of the question are given an illumination ,which , by another treatment,
would be less conspicuous.
|
(2)Hero the investigator is the sole interpreter of results,
and the charge may be brought that much is read into the compositions
not really there. This danger , however , exists ,perhaps , to an almost
equal extent in the questionaire method. As has already been pointed
out the investigator too often reads into his questions the results
he expects, and which he consequently
,
gets . On the whole, the advan-
tages of the present method have seemed in this particular problem
sufficient to warrant its use.
THE METHOD NOT NEW.
In 1902 two articles appeared in the Pedagogical Seminary, one
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entitled , "Invention versus Form in English Composition" , by Dr. Ste-
phen S ,Colvin,head of the Department of Psychology .University of
Illinois i the other was a study on "Chums, or A Study in Youthful
Friendships" ,by Mr .F.G .Bonser , then fellow in Department of Psychology
University of Illinois. The data for both these studies were worked
out mostly by the same method as has been employed in this study.
Also, in a paper by Dr .Colvin , appearing in the proceedings of the
Illinois State Teachers 1 Association for 1902, on the "Sense of Humor
in Children" , the investigation v/as conducted along the same lines.
THE PROBLEM DISCUSSED IN DETAIL.
We may now turn from the discussion of methods to the consid-
eration of the definite problems for investigation, which were pre-
viously stated.
( 1 ) The typical elements that enter into the imagination of
children
,
and their variation in the cours e of schoo l development .
In this study eight typical forms or types of imagination have
been distinguished. There are (1) visual, (2)auditory, (3)tactual,
(4)pain, (5 )olfactory
,
(G Jgustatory , (?)organic, (8)muscular. These
seem naturally to fall into two groups, the first , visual , auditory
,
tactual, and muscular types of imagination forming much larger and
more important elements ; the second group
,
pain , olfactory ,gustatory
,
and organic , constitute much less important typical elements of imag-
ination. These have been largely neglected in discussions of the
subject, but this can hardly be justified in the light of facts that
appear in this investigation.
THE VISUAL TYPE OF IMAGINATION.
In examining the compositions it was found that the power to
visualize differed greatly, but seemed to be present in every case.
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It had almost a steady increse through the eight years, the boys show-
ing a loss cf .13 of a point or 2.2 per cent in second year of high
school. The girls , also , show a slight arrest cf visualizing power in
the same year. The average age cf the boys at this time is 15.34
years; of the girls 15.21 years. The loss may be accounted for by the
influences of puberty , taken in connection with the fact, as shown both
by the curves and grades, that the three other higher forms of imagi-
nation begin a rapid recovery in this year after a very great falling
off in the proceeding year. The grades for the eight years of vis-
ualizing imagination are as follows:
:Grades ; 5 th 6 th : 7th : 8th :*9th :*10th :*llth :*12th :
:Boys : 3.66 4.02 ; 4.05 : 4.18 : 4.85 : 4.72 : 4.88 : 4.91 :
: Girls : 4.10 4.25 4.32 : 4.43 : 4.69 : 4.67 : 4.88 : 5.00 :
No other type of imagination has such a steady growth. This,
probably , indicates the emphasis placed upon the visual image in
school work. Doubtless a considerable part cf this is only secondar-
ily visual, and primarily verbal-motor , standing not for an actual vis-
ual image, but rather for the symbol of the same. Yet, on the other
hand , freedom in the choice of subjects would tend toward spontaneity
and would thus minimize this substitution of the symbol for the re-
ality.
So we may assume that the subjects chosen would show, in some
degree, the type of imagination that is predomiiaexit . To illustrate,
those who chose "What I can See with My Eyes Shut," would be strong
visualizers. Of the 1235 high school pupils, who submitted themes, the
following table indicates the per cent of boys and girls choosing the
subject for each year:
*9th, 10th, 11th, 12th refer to years of high school.
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: Grade . 9 th ; 10 tli : 11th : 12th :
:i3oys 11. 7#: 5.15S :
: Girls 1,5% 4.6% : "5 BfT r> iV '.<i Jo • • X/s •
The same thing is shovm for the lower grades in the choice of
the subject , "What I See on My Way to School." This, of course, is an
easier test. There were 1765 pupils who sent in themes from these
grades. We give the per cent of choice below:
: Grades : 5 th : 6 th : 7 th : 8th :
:Boys : 13. 5#: 20.2%: 8.9$ : 11 . 5/b :
:Girls : 10.9%: 11.2%: 5.9^ : 6.7>c :
full statement, in per cent, for all the subjects represented in this
this study. By making other references to these tables similar re-
sults for other types of imagination may be shown.
Some think this power of visualizing a gift cr inheritance
.
James says, "In some individuals the habitual thought-stuff , if one
may so call it, is visual." (1)
Prof .E.A.Kirkpatrick conducted an experiment in the State Nor-
mal School at Winona, Minnesota, in which he finds that three -fourths
(3/4) of the children visualize with more or less distinctness. In
the case of two hundred (200) normal students clear images were about
ten per cent less. Girls were more prone to images and these de-
creased up the grades, being less in the collegians. The tendency
to form vivid images declined just before puberty; but is very intense
in boys at 15 years of age and in girls at 14, then images fall off
to 17, and afterwards declines or grows as occupation favors it or
net
.
This emphasizes the leading importance of this type. The facts
( 1 ) Jame s Psy .Vol . 2 . Chap .XVII I . p . 58
.
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brought out in the above study agree at many points in the findings
of this one, except that there was no evidence of decrease of power
"just before puberty" nor was there a decline in the 16th and 17th
years, but on the contrary, a slight recovery after a decline in the
preceding year.
The visualizing power seems to be less disturbed by the funct-
ional changes of puberty and adolescence , for the power to visualise
is steadily stronger from the fourth grade to the end of the senior
year in the high school, except , as stated before, a slight interrupt-
ion in the second year of the high school. May this not be because
it is more distinctively intellectual and farther removed from emo-
tional influence? It should be noticed that for the eight years cov-
ered by this study the first year of the high school, or the period
when the beys average 14.77 years of age and the girls 14.56 years,
marks the time when the impulse to visualize increases most rapidly.
It is a period when not only the physiological changes are in-
tense, but the boy and girl now look eagerly into his or her environ-
ment that he or she may see the meaning of things that yet have but
dim outline. It is a period of wonderful awakening to the outer
world of form and color for the boy and girl would now find in them,
if possible , some explanation for the new life that now is felt,more
or less vaguely , coming into consciousness. 7/hat a host of visions
now troop through their brains I
Dr.Hall says, "The color sense, which appeals more to sentiment,
now acquires a deeper meaning, and if children see light and shade
best , adolescents far excel them in response to the chromatic about
them; the hues of blossoms and of clouds, the blue of the sky, the green

of the fields ,etc
.
,now give new aatisfaction. Colors have a sugce st-
ive and symbolic power, and associations are widely irradiated and es-
tablished. Crimson suggests blood ;yellow, gold; etc. There is new
aesthetic pleasure and pain in the harmony and contrast of colors.
Tneir power to excite and depress , which Goethe first investigated in
a colored room, and wnich makes the poetry of colors, is now deeply
felt."(l)
This, then, is another explanation for the great strength of vis-
ualizing power for the years covered by this investigation.
Thoreau makes an admirable popular statement of the play of
visualizing sense: "The eye does the least drudgery of any of the
senses. It oftenest escapes to a higher employment. The rest serve
as an escort and defend it, I attach some superiority , even priority,
to this sense. It is the oldest servant in the soul's household jit
images what it imagines, it ideates what it idealizes ." (2)
Dr .Burnham, in speaking of this type , says , "There are, of course,
among their class great individual differences , varying from the vis-
ualizing power of the ordinary individual who can learn a series of
figures or a list of words easier by seeing them then by hearing
them, to that of the painters who can visualize a subject after one
sitting, or that cf the mathematical prodigies , like Bidder ,whc , it is
said, could see, 'as if photographed on his retina, the exact figures
whether arithmetical or geometrical , with which he was occupied .'" (3
)
(1) Hall, "Adolescence ,Vol . II ,p .35
.
(2) Thoreau , "Autumn"
,
p. 56.
(3) Ped.Sem.Vol.il. pp. 205-205.

Dr . Jas trow makes interesting statements concerning the visual
type of imagination* Ke says , "Man is predominantly a visual animal.
To him seeing ib believing , --a saying which in canine parlance might
readily become smelling is believing. We teach by illustrations,
models, and object lessens, and reduce complex relations to the curves
of the graphic method to bring home and impress our statements. Our
every-day language, as well as the imagery of poetry , abounds in meta-
phors and similes appealing to images , which the eye has taught us to
appreciate . ******w*hatever its origin, the growth of civilization has
served to develop this eye-mindedness of the race, and to increase and
diversify the modes of its cultivation. Though as a race, we are eye-
minded , individually v/e differ much with regard to the role that
sight plays in our psychic life."(l)
The permanence of +his type cf imagination is very remarkable.
I also quote Dr.Jastrow on this point. After mature investigation cf
200 cases he concludes : "Of twenty persons who became blind after
their seventh year all have "dream: vision"--as I shall term the fac-
ulty of seeing in dreams. The period from the fifth _to the seventh
year is indicated as the critical one . Before this age the visual
enter is undergoing its elementary education j its life is closely de-
pendant upon the constant foca-supply of sensations ; and when these
are cut off by blindness it degenerates and decays. If blindness oc-
curs between the fifth and seventh years, the preservation of the vis-
ualizing power depends upon the degree of the development of the in-
dividual. If the faculty is retained, it is neither stable nor pro-
nounced. If sight is lost after the seventh year the sight center
(1) Jas trow, "Fact and Fable in Psychology , "pp.337—338,
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can,in spite of tfal loss, maintain its function;and 'one dreams of
such an individual may be hardly distinguishable from those of a see-
ing person." (1)
THE AUDITORY TYPE.
This form of imagination has , according to many writers, had on-
ly a small share in the evolution of imagination; but the appeal made
through the ear, at it appears in these themes, is a very important
element of imagination. This may be partly explained by the large
use made of narrative. In subjects, like "Adventures of a School
Desk, "the treatment was to personify the desk and make it tell its
story. It is somewhat surprising to note how often this subject was
chosen. Out of 1235 high school themes the per cent for each year
for boys and girls was:
: Grade : 9 th : 10 th :11th : 12 th :
: Boys : 15. 1#: 13.7^ : 7 • 3/o • \ 15.52J:
:
'Girls : 17M\ 13. 4# :l9.6>r : 11.3%:
This is cited simply to show cue way in which the auditory
type of imagination works itself out in compositions of school child-
ren. What is true of this, is largely true of other subjects on which
they wrote. There was much use of dialogue. Many of the papers were
full of images tiiat appeal to the ear.
For the variation of this element through the eight years, the
tabulations show these results:
: Grades : 5th
'
: 6 th . 7 th : 8 th : 9th 10 th 11th : 12th :
:Boys : 3.69 : 3.73 : 4.13 : 4.18 ; 3 • 6 2 : 4.25 4.13 : 4.41 :
Girls : r.2'5 : 4.34 : 4.50 : 4,75 . 3.7G : 4.33 4.26 : 5.08 :
For both boys and girls there is a very gradual increase in
the fifth and sixth grades, with rapid accentuation in the seventh
( 1 ) Jastrow, "Fact and Fable in Psychology
,
"pp. 341-0^1.:
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and eight, a great falling iff in first year of high school, with
sharp recovery in second voar , slight loss in third, and rapid gain
in fourth, the rjirls at liie close cf fourth year shewing a little
higher record for the auditory than the visual t;'pe.
The decline at about 14 years of age is
,
perhaps , explained by
physiological re-ad j us tments incident to puberty ;and the growth from
the fifteenth to tne eighteenth years is in accord with the awaken-
ing consciousness of adolescence.
The auditory type is closely connected with the sentiments;
some one has said that music is the language of tne feelings, as
speech is that of the intellect. High authority states that the
power cf hearing the highest musical notes is possibly greatest in
the Jteens. As adolescence advances the sounds in nature echo and
re-echo even more deeply. This may explain the great number of these
images in the eleventh and twelfth grades as puberty and its onset
may afford reason, in part, for their great number in the seventh and
eight grades, the greater response of the girls throughout all the
grades being explained by their greater emotional response.
In speaking of the adolescent in his advancing 'teens ,Dr .Hall
,
8ays, w The running brook, the waving trees and grass, the ripple of the
sea, the song of the birds, the noises of the tempest, now come nearer
to the soul and take on a more human quality. These , too , of ten be-
come independent objects of attention and speak a language to the
heart;now stillness itself may just become a sensation. Once more
the range or horizon of auditory consciousness is rather suddenly
enlarged. A series of tones , noises , and especially -words, are grasped
into a unity, not by asscciation and not perhaps , because the after-
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image of the first member of u series lingers longer to sense, but
rather because the range of the mind is greatly extended , and the
synthetic power wnioii welds m^ny elements into unity, is strengthened
Simple rhythm and rime are appreciated long before, but now declama-
tory or stylistic prose becomes musical and it cadenced into wholes,
as if a new sentence sense was developed. The swing and lilt of
longer lines and more complex forms of verse in poetry are apprecia-
ted." (1)
This type cf imagination is undoubtedly more common than it is
usually thought to be. It is frequently found at a very early age.
Mozart is said to have written music at the age of six. Composer
Dvorack's son at the age of a year and a half, could sing his father*
melodies while the latter accompanied him on the piano. (2) Binet in
describing the mathematical prodigy , Inaudi , says , "He affirmed without
hesitation tnat he had no visual representation of the figures what-
ever. 'J hear the figures* he said emphatically ,* and it is my ear
that retains them; I hear them resounding after I have repeated them
and this interior sensation remains for a long time. 1 "(3)
THE TACTUAL TYPE.
Here there is another large element of imagination, though re-
latively not so important as visual and auditory types. This is
probably one cf the most basic forms, since it is most likely the
oldest. The following grades show at a glance the variation of the
tactual sense.
(1) Hall, "Adolescence , "Vol. II. p. 22.
(2) Queyrat , op.Cit.p.63.
(3) Citation by Dr. Burnham, Ped.Sem.Vol.il. p. 209.

: Grade a
:
'
"5 th . 6 th 7 th : : 9th : ,iqtii
m
: llih : 12 th :
;Boys ; 3.54 : 3.?4 4.13 : '. 3 Tpo ; 3.54
: Girls : 3.33 ; 3.90 ' 47ffi : : 3.41 : '3130 : 3.75 : 3.5b :
The maximum for the girls is early in the fourteenth year, there
being an exceedingly rapid increase in the sixth and seventh grades,
or at the average ages of about twelve (12) and thirteen (13) years
respectively. The onset of pubert.y may account for the rapid in-
crease. This same variation in Leys is about a year later. This
squares itself with the fact that boys are about a year older than
girls for the same degree of sex development.
"For boys the maximun (4.1G) in the eighth grade. Both in the
case of boys and girls the maximum tactile sense is reached in grades
below the high school. Then there is a tendency toward a consider-
ably lower grade. The average for the four years of the grades being
for the boys 3.89 ifor the girls 3.74. In the four years of the high
school, the average for the boys is 3. 50; for the girls 3.66. This
makes the boys' average in the grades .39 higher than in the high
school; the girls' .08 higher.
The fact that the tactual image decreases in the high school is
in agreement with experiments performed by Weber and Marro« They
made their tests of dermal sensibility with compass-points. The
measurments were taken in milli-meters
. Weber found tactual sensi-
bility to decrease with growth. We give the results of his exper-
iment. (1) Boy of
Adult. 12 vrs.
1. Point of the tongue
: 1.1.: 1.1 :
2. Volar side of the finger-tip- :2.3 : 1 .7 :
3. Red part of lips;volar side of second finger joint— :4.5 :3.9 :
4. Back part of the third finger joint
;
point of the noseG.8 :4.5 :
5
.
Edge and middle of the back of tongue ;not red part
of lips ;me tacarpus of the thumb
--!.;9.0 :6.3 :
(1) Citation from Hall's "Adolescence" Vol. II. p. 3.
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6. Planter side of the tip of the great toe-
7. Palm of hand ; cheek ; outer lid-
8. Middle of the hard palate-
9. Back part of the forehead
10. Back part of the head--
11. Glutaeus
12 . Acromiom
13. Upper and lower part of the under arm-
14. Upper and lower part of the under thigh--
15. On the breastbone-
16. Spine and neck
17. Spine in the middle of the back
18. The middle of the upper arm and thigh
Marro made two experiments for discriminative touch sensibili-
ty in eight girls and ten hoys. For the first experiment the girls
were from seven to twelve years old; the hoys from seven to fourteen.
The second experiment was ten years later on the same hoys and girls.
His table is as follows! (i)
Back of: .Front of "wrTst
ia.m. sum
11 .3 : 5 .8
1L .3 : 9.0
L3 .5 : 11 .3
22 .6 : IB .0
31 .5 :22 .6
40 .6 : 33 .8
40 .0 ^w m
40.5 : 35 .
1
40 .5 :36.1
45 .1 :33.8
54 .2 :35 .1
G7 .7 :40.S
57 .7 :31.6
Righf* ~: Left
finger-tip..finger-tip : hand , Right : Left :
:Girls :1st test 1.35
1
'1
.4 3"
'
11. 9.2 : 12.1 :
: :2nd test . 1.77 ; 1.75 6.4 ; 8.5 : 10.4 :
:Boys :lst test : 1.72 ; 1.73 13.2 ! 10.7 : 15.25:
: :2nd test ; 1.85 1.82 ; 11.44 ; 10.12: 15.58:
The explanation for the decrease in tactual sensibility is that
while the dermal surface increases with growth, the number of end cr
tactile sense organs dc not increase, but are constant.
At any rate the relation between the facts of these two psycho-
physical experiments and the tactile images found in the compositions
examined suggests important considerations both for psychology and
pedagogy.
When one calls to mind the use of the tactile image as exempli-
fied in the education of the blind, or when one notices the eagerness
of children, and adults , also , to touch and handle objects not seen be-
fore, it dawns upon one how strong this form of imagination may be.
( 1 )LaPuberte .Bull.de la Soc.de Med.Ment.de Belgique ,1894 ,p.413.
Citation from Hall • s"Aciol3scerice"Vol . II .p. 3
.
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Dr.Burnham declares , "All of us can with more or less vividness
reproduce images of touch; and with some they play a much more impor-
tant part than with others. "(1)
Dr .Jastrow, speaking of the dreams of Laura Bridgman , says , "Sighjfc
and hearing were absent from her dreams as they were from the dark
and silent world which alone she knew. The tactual -motor sensations,
by which she communicated with her fellcw-beings ,and through which
almost all her intellectual food reached her , also , formed her main-
stay in dreaias. This accounts for the suddenness and fright with
which she, of ten waked from her dreams i she is
,
perchance , dreaming of
an animal, which to us would first make itself seen or heard, "but to
her is present only when it touches and startles her--for she lacks
any anticipation sense. "(2)
In this quotation there is an illustration of the working of
a tactile-motor imagination,when isolated from the visual and audi-
tory type.
THE MUSCULAR OR MOTOR TYPE.
When there is muscular movement in the child, there is growing
up an image though in many instances it may "be very indistinct .Since
action and growth go hand in hand, one would expect to find in the
motor reactions of children a great source of the developing imagi-
nation. The figures do not disappoint that expectation.
: Grades: 6th : 6 th i : 7 th : 8th : 9th ' 10th : 11th : 12th :
:Boys : 4.43 : 4.45 4.50 : 4.54 3.71 ; 4.02 : 4.20 : 4.30 :
:Girls : 4.17 : 4.25 4.33 : 4.42 3.81 3.38 : 3.51 : 3.97 :
(1)Ped.Sem.Vol.II.p.205.
(2 ) Jastrow, Fact and Fable in Psychology .pp. 347-348.
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Through the grades the boys find this their most powerful form
of imaging. This is in harmony with the "biological fact of the great
activity of the male in all animal life. The girls show remarkable
motor power in the grades also. But there is for the girls a decline
beginning in the latter half of the fourteenth year or the eighth
grade and continuing for two years with very gradual recovery during
the last two years of the high school. This can be very readily ex-
plained by considering the physiological changes in gills at puberty.
These changes in their effects on motor power .would probably,
reach through a longer period , especially in girls, than for any other
type of imagination. This is what the figures show, and it is believ-
ed to be fairly in keeping with the facts of physiology for this per-
iod of growth. The variation of the motor type is not so great in
boys j the decline comes a little later and is neither so pronounced
nor so long, reaching through only about one year, and then there is
rapid, and steady gain. This, too, is in harmony with greater physical
activity of boys and less prolonged functional disturbances.
In discussing the motor type Dr.Burnham makes this statement,
"All of us depend largely upon motor images, for they are necessary
to the execution of movements, as is shown by pathology. When the
images of a certain class of movements , are destroyed--as in motor
aphasia, agraphia, and the like--the patient is no longer able to exe-
cute these movements. Probably, the blind depend very largely upon
motor images. Berthier,a deaf-mute , said of himself
;
1 Although my
fingers and my hands are immovable, I feel, when I think, that they are
in activity. I see internally tne image that they produce. I feel
that my thought executes itself and identifies itself with these
movements , which the external e res do not seel" (1)
(l)Ped.Sem.Vol.II.p.210.

Whoever will observe children clearly will be convinced that
most of them make large use of motor images in learning to spell and
read. This element fuses itself with other types and the average
variation from year to year, as indicated in the 3000, themes repre-
sented in this study,may he seen by referring to the curves on anoth-
er page or to the table ilo.2.
Prof.Angell says, "It has been asserted that we have no genuine
motor, or kinae s the t ic , images , be cause every attempt to think of a
movement results in our actually making the movement in a rudiment-
ary way; so that we get a kinaosthetic sensation instead of a kinaes-
thetic image. There can be no doubt that this is often the case: e.g.
the effort to think how the word "back" sounds will by most persons
be found to be accompanied by a definite feeling in the tongue and
throat. Moreover , there can be no doubt that the normal procedure is
for every kinaesthetic ideational excitement to produce movement.
This is only less immediately true of ideational excitement of other
kinds. Meantime , there seems to be no reason in the nature of the
case why we may not have kinaesthetic images in a form definitely
distinguishable from the kinaesthetic sensations to which they may
leadjand many observers insist that their introspection verifies the
reality of these images. "(1)
THE PAIN TYPE.
The next most important type of imagination is that of the pain
image. This seems to be a larger factor than is generally supposed.
The tabulation of these elements in the themes gives the following:
:Grades
:
5 th : 6 th . 7 th ; 8 th i 9 th : 10th ; 11th i 12 th :
:3oys : 2.15 ; 2.58 : 2.49 : 2.12 « 1.72 : 1.81 : 1.85 , 1.57 :
:Girls : 1.99 '2' .'47
1
: 2,52 : 2.56 : 270T : "2711 : 1.94 : " 2.04 :
(l)Angeil' s Psychology
,
pp. 154-165
.
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Carmen (1) has shown that sensibility to pain diminishes for
both sexes as age increases, Gilbert has, also, found that there is a
gradual loss of pressure-pain sensibility from 16 years of age to 19,
boys in most cases being less sensitive than girls. As one would sup-
pose, in most tests that have been made, girls have boon mere sensi-
tive •
In the above table , the boys reach the maximum number of images
at the end of the sixth grade or when their average age was about 13
years. Then the decline was almost steady. This is in general ac-
cord with psycho-physical studies of pain sense.
One investigator says that girls reach the minimum sensibility
to pain at thirteen. We found that true for the lower grades ( 5th, 6th
7th and 6th), but there was one lower point, the third year in the
high school or the eleventh grade, where the number of pain images
were slightly fewer than in the fifth grade. The fact, that the pain
imagery of girls is generally higher than in beys may be accounted
for on the ground of their greater sensibility , shown by their more
delicately organized emotional nature. Also, the physiological chang-
es in girls at puberty are often mere prolonged and much mere often
accompanied by pain as has been shown by careful research,
Dr .Helen P.Kennedy, in writing on the "Effect of High School
Work upon Girls During Adolescence ," (2 ) makes this point clear. Refer-
ring to the function of menstruation she asked 125 high school girls
this question among others: "Do you suffer pain; severe or slight?"
The following is the tabulation of the answers for the different
nationalities represented:
(1)Pain and strength measurements of 1,507 school children in
Saginaw , Mi eh.Am. Jour . of Psy . Apr .1899 .Vol .X ,pp . 392-398
.
(2)Ped .Sem,Vol. Ill,pp. 469-482.
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Aiae r •
.
Ge rrnan
.
.Irish : Scotch: English French Tot.:
HTt Pain 16 J 9
_
• •
; 1
.
28 :
:Slight . 40 . 15 10 ; 1 . 66 :
: Severe 16 1 2 i H< *~ i • 1 . <& < 23 :
; Sometime a Slight,
: " Severe
1 1 .. ; ' 1 : 3 :
: Some times severe;
" no Pain
5 : —
—
: 5 7
: Total ; 77 ! 27 : 15
'
? : 2 2 : 125 :
There i6, also, the question of attitude with reference to the
expression of pain. The long cherished ideal that it is unmanly to
cry out in pain, or show that pain is felt,may have a far reaching ef-
fect in cutting down the pain images in the written work even of
school hoys from ten (10) to twenty (20) years cf age.
On the other hand, as far hack as history carrys us, it has not
"been held to he unwomanly to weep, or scream when in pain or terror.
No such ideal hinds woman. She may express pain freely. Even in the
written work of school girls of the ages in question,may net this
ideal tendency find more or less expression?
THE GUSTATORY TYPE.
Both in hoys and in girls this type reaches a maximum at the
end of the sixth grade, or when the average age was for the hoys 12.47
years and for the girls 12.67. It is noticeable that the gustatory
type is more prominent in girls through the whole period under in-
vestigation. The grades follow:
: Grades
:
5th : 5 tn : 7th : 8 th : 9 th ; 10th ; ; 11th : 12th :
:Boys : 1.47 : 1.67: 1.17 : 1.12 : .99 .93 . .85 : .74 :
: Girls : 1.69 : 1.82: 1.61 : 1.54 : 1.18 , 1.13 : 1.08 : .91 :
The writer ventures to state that the larger numher of gusta-
tory images for the girls in every year may he accounted for along
three lines of reasoning. Fir3t,the taste sense has been so long
cultivated in the art of cocking that it is much more highly educa-
ted. Second, girls have a more delicate organism for pain and tactile
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tmagery (made so by greater cultivation) ,and since taste, or the gus-
tatory sense, is fundamentally tactile, they show superiority. Third,
woman is nearer the race, i.e. she lives more in feeling and emotionsi
she has not "been engaged, like man, so long in intellectual pursuits.
May this fact not help to account for the larger number of gustatory
images in girls?
Then, there are more of these images in the grades than in the
high school, both for boys and girls. To account for this one need
only refer to the fact that this is the "greedy" period. It is a
well established fact that at the beginning of puberty, and after du-
ring its continuance , there is a remarkable increase in the amount of
of food required. This does not seem to be in relation to the growth
of body and brain in the years just preceding the onset of puberty,
but rather as if the body were storing up material for the new de-
velopment that is to follow. May not all this have influence on the
number of gustatory images during this period?
THE 0RGA1IIC TYPE.
This refers to such images as arise from internal organic
okanges* If one reflects upon one's dream, world, it will appear that
this type, though often confounded with other types, is prominently
represented. Laura Bridgman tells cf feeling her blood rush about,
and of her heart beating fast when suddenly waking. She describes
one of her dreams as "hard , heavy , and thick."
This type of imagination is not so strongly marked as others,
but is, at every point in the eight years,higher for girls than for
boys. This
,
probably , is to be explained, in part, from the fact that
the affective and emotional processes in girls is more intense than
in boys, and consequently , if we accept the James-Lange theory, the
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consciousness of bodily and organic change should be greater in
girls tnan in boys, as is indicated by the following facts:
: Grades : 5th : 6 th : ' ' 7ik
'
; 8 th ; 9 th: 10th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys : .9? : 1.21 : .78 : .65 : .64 : .64 : .50 : .36 :
;Girls :1.10 : 1 • 36 1.08 : 1.06 : .98 : .78 : .91 : .70 :
THE OLFACTORY TYPE.
This is surprisingly feeble, as one would rather expect this
type to make a stronger showing in the years leading up to puberty,
since it is so closely connected with the sense of taste. There is,
however, in the case of the boys, a positive increase after puberty,
which may be in part , explained by the fact, that there seems to be a
close connection between the odor preference and aesthetic apprecia-
tion,which does not probably show itself to a great degree until af-
ter puberty.
A further suggestion of the well known part that odors play in
sex life may have considerable force here. On this phase Dr.Hall
says, "The olfactory sensations are phylogenetically among the first
tc associate themselves with sex, and are
,
perhaps , the first to be
differentiated from general sensibility. This stage is still seen
in reptiles and amphibians whose cortex is chiefly olfactory. In the
infant, smell is one of the earliest senses, and Soury says thought
begins in it.(l) Although in man, its original role of conserving the
individual in helping him to find feed and avoid enemies is slight,
it still has very close association with the reproductive function.
Marro found that the sense of smell y/as most exquisitely developed
in girls at the commencement of puberty. An old saw has it that
when young people have the nosebleed
,
they are in love. 11 (2)
(1) See, also , RcuxiPsy.de l'Instinct Sexual, p. 72.
(2 )Hall , "Adolescence . "Vol . II
.pp. 16-17
,
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It will "be observed that this type is much more emphasized in
the girls, from the fifth to the ninth grades. In the hoys its rapid
development was in the tenth, eleventh and twelftn grades. F»r sense
of sex, in hoys, is now at its maximum; the table of grades follows:
: Grades . 5th : 6 th : 7 th : 8 th : 9 th : 10 th lit a : 12th :
:Boys . .60 : .070: .040: .050: .053: .072 , : .120 : .136 :
: Girls . .110 : .170: .090: .170: .054: .055 : .101 : .111 :
The fact that the olfactory sense seems from these figures
stronger before puberty than afterwards in the case of the girls may
he explained by the circumstance that odors and tastes are almost in
distinguishably connected , and since the girls show a more marked
gustatory preference , it would be natural that they should show an
olfactory preference as well. The fact that the smell images in the
case of the girls fall off just after the onset of puberty,may be
explained by the breaking up of the old nutritive self, while the re
covery in the last two years of the high school may mean that smell
images, as probably is the case with the boys, have come to have for
the girls also, an aesthetic and a sexual , rather than a mere nu-
tritive value.
In support of the fact that the sense of smell is feeble we
have Dr .Hall's statement where he says, "The sense of smell in adult
man is about as undeveloped as was the color sense in the remote and
somewhat conjectural age, which Magnus describes for the chromatic
sense when colors had no independent names, but were designated by
those of objects representively colored. It is still hard to dis-
distinguish gustatory , olfactory , and often the tactile elements, in
all the smells of earth's great kitchen. "(1)
CD Hall , "Adolescence ."Vol. II. p. 15.
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THE U1XED TYPKS.
Certainly it is true that each of the eight types already re-
ferred to may appear singly or mixed in all sorts of combinations.
It is common to find individuals in whom one type prevails more tha
others. Prof .Calkins gives this inique illustration: "In recalling
for example, the balcony scene in Romeo and Juliet, some people see
with the eye of the mind the shadowy form of Romeo and the figure of
Juliet , clear-cut against the lighted window, the 'stony limits,' the
cypresses , statues and fountains of the Italian garden and the "Bless
ed moon that tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops; "others
like Juliet, may "knew the sound of that tongue's utterance , "and may
hear, in imagination, Romeo 1 s deep-voiced love-making and the "silver
sweet sound"of Juliet's replies , "like softest music to attending
ears." Still others , finally may image Romeo's movements as "with
love's light-wings" he "did o'erperch these walls." (1)
The mixed type of imagination, is undoubtedly the more common.
First one type, and then, another ,or the mixing of a number of them,
may occupy consciousness. But, in a mind capable of this, what deter
mines the type or the combination of types? Mr .Hodgson says, "No ob-
ject of representation remains long before consciousness in the same
state, but fades , decays , and becomes indistinct. Those parts of the
obj e c t, however,which possess an interest resist this tendency to
gradual decay of the whole object. This inequality in the object
--some parts, the uninteresting, submitting tc decay; others , the inter-
esting parts, resisting it, when it has continued for a certain time,
ends in becoming a new object. "(2)
(1 ) Calkins , Introduction to Psychology ,pp. 190-191
.
(2) Citation from James.Psy.Vol.I.p.5?2.



Tills seems a clear statement , at ioaat,as Tar as concerns nixed types
of why one kind of image, at a certain place and time,may persist In
consciousness. Also, the suggestion of the way in which oraatift Imp
agination works, leads into the very heart of association of ideas
and its laws. For, if one were to inquire why an image or a group of
images was more interesting at a given time and place tnan another,
"habit , recency , vividness, and emotional congruity" (1 ) would afford
fruitful topics of discussion in answering the question. One has
such a habit of visualizing that form and color, in any given exper-
ience where these are possible , is , at once, the center of interest, an
the one, too, that does not easily fade out. Recency, or vividness of
of experience will still further intensify. Indeed, just because an
experience was yesterday or an hour ago, it may have interest that
makes it li-ve.
Another's interest is determined by visual, auditory and tac-
tile-motor images that blend, in a most mysterious fashion, in a repro-
ductive or a creative image.
t 2
)
The mere productive or creative forms of imagination as
they manifest themselves at various periods of educational growth.
The productive or creative imagination as distinguished from
the reproductive is merely a matter of classification, and like all
classification is,more or less , arbitrary and artificial. Tor in the
last analysis imagination is always reirroductive . Yet it is a prob-
lem whether one ever exactly reproduces an image one has had before
If not, then the image is, in some degree , creative , and this reverses
the first conclusion. So it is convenient to speak of these tv/o
kinds of imagination for purposes of description.
(l)James,Psy.Vol.I.p.577.
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Of course, it is plain from the previous discussions on the
typical forms, that any imaginative product .whatever ,must includa
one or more of those types, since all imagination must proceed from
combinations of products .arising out of sensations. It was, also,
shown that the visual and the auditory were the more prominent forms
with the tactual, and the muscular or motor following closely after.
The other types took a much more subordinate position, although the
pain type of imagination was prominent , especially la the grades.
For convenience , the following categories have "been selected
under which the mere creative forns of imagination , as far a3 this
investigation goes,may he discussed :( 1 ) Practical , (2 )Scientific
,
(3) Artistic or Aesthetic, (4) Ethical, Mythopoeic or Religious.
THE PRACTICAL FORLI.
A large number of our images have lost their vitality. They
have ceased to be visual, auditory or pure motor images, and have pas-
sed over into mere verbal-motor symbols of the reality for which
they stand. In the classification I have called such images (as I.
have already said), types of common-place imagination, whenever a word
such as house , tree , bell, sky , or rock seemed to have behind it no def-
inite reality iwhen, for example , the word rose recalled no distinct
color or odcrithe word car no memory of noise or motion; the word
rain no tactual , temperature , visual or auditory image, I considered
that the image had become devitalized and was purely symbolic. How-
ever, images cf this type, while not expressive of concrete realities,
have a distinctly practical use, and are particularly helpful tc us
in cur thought and actions. Whenever there is stability and habit-
uation in life t.iey predominate , while a renaissance cf feelings and
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scnsations is hostile to t.icm, Though', as it becomes fixed and reg-
ular employs them as conceptual sigiis by which it relates and oqua'..e3
its proce
Tie tabulation of common -place image s shows these resmlts:
: Grades ; 5 th ; 5 th ': 7th : 8th : 9 th : 10th : 11th : 12th ;
:Bo,ys : 4.53 : 4, 67*: : 4.14: 3.80 : 3.52 : 3.45 : 3.04 : 3.74 :
:Oirls : 4.37 ; 4.76: 4, 25 J 3.90 • ^ 1 % : 3.37 : 3.49 : 3.G7 :
It will be noticed that, in the grades preceding puberty and at
its onset, the figures for common-place images are considerably high-
er. This represents a period when the increase of vocabulary , used
merely in a symbolic sense, is very large. Dr.Hall says, "There is
reason to believe that there is a pubescent stage in which the vo-
cabulary does not grow as rapidly as before and after, but when un-
wonted intensity of expression is vented upon a few words and phras-
es which even the ear loves." (1)
Then there are two factors that largely explain the high grades
for common-place images, before pubesenec: first, the rapid
growth of a rather illy digested vocabulary ; second , the increased
stability of the intellectual processes of a low grade order which
fact always tends more or less , toward the symbolic and habitual use
of words.
The cause for decrease at puberty may be found, in part, as Dr.
Hall suggests, in the tendency often noticed in young people at this
age, to select comparatively a few words, that please the ear, or that
are"snappy M and "catchy" as many slang phrases are, and make these
serve duty on all sorts of occasions. But the explanation is prob-
ably to be found more largely in the fact that with the onset of
(l)Hall "Adolescence. "Vol. II. p. 21.

puberty comes the breaking up of the low grade stability of the mcn-
tal life ,charcateristic of the years just preceding and a correspond*
ing growth in richness and deepness of experience. Mere symbolic
images , without vividness and content, no longer suffice to express
the wealth of the adolescent psychoses. After this stage, there is
again a gradually increasing tendency, in the average mind , toward the
habitual or symbolic , which seems to make little or no reference to
those fresh, vivid qualities that inhere in lively and life-like im-
agination, character istic of appreciation, so well marked in Blinds
that respond to nature's most gentle promptings. So, for the average
mind, one may expect to find the common-place , symbolic images increase
as intellectual processes becor.ie fixed or habitual. The graphic-
representation shows these curves.
Girls
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Historic imagination may very properly come under- the practi-
cal creative form, at least, in very large measure, Tor the girls
this interest begins at ,030 and closes at .320. For the boys, it
begins at ,249 and readies 1.260 in the last year of the high school.
The average, in the grades ,f or the boys was ,260 ; for the girls .115 i
|j
in the high school the average for the boys was .745ifor the girls
.215. The grades in detail are as follows:
; Grades .. 5th : Sth : 7 th ; 8 th : 9 th : 10 th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys . .249 : .253 : .391 : .147 : .350 ; .490 : .880 : , 1.250 :
: Girls ! .039 J .164 : .138 : .121 : .130 : .200 : .210 : , ,o20 i
Undoubtedly there are imaginative interests other than practi-
cal in the historic type of imagination, which may account largely
for its growth in fact the early adolescent period. Here is dis-
played again the large interest the boys have in the practical.
Girls may have as large practical interests as boys, but they evi-
dently find other forms of expression , than the historic. This inter-
est has a rapid growth for boys, except in the eighth grade, or when
the boys have an average age of 12,78 years,
SCIENTIFIC IMAGINATION.
This form of creative imagination appealed to pupils in very
slight degree in the grades, but increased rapidly in the high school
especially for the beys. Scientific nature study in the grades and
real science work in the high school havenct saturated the minds of
pupils, if these themes are any index, rlov/ever , this is not much to
be wondered at, when one calls to mind the way in which much science
work is introduced and carried on. Dr.Hall puts this in a happy way
when he says, "The chief among many reasons why all branches of
science are so disappointing to the promoters in high school and

college is, t'nat in the exact
,
logical , technical way the./ arc tu*,;.. ;
,
they violate the basic law of psychic growth, ignore Uie deep springs
of natural irii eiest ,and attempt to force a precocity against which
the instincts of the young, so much wiser end truer and. older* than
their consciousness , happily revolt." (1)
But it seems very natural that boys should shew mere scientific
imagery , since they are brought more directly in touch with much ap-
plied science in their environments. Txie relative amount of imagery
for each year stands thus
:
: Grade s
:
5 th . 6 th : 7 th : 8 th : H • S • : I. : ii. . XIX. : IV. ;
:Boys : .48 . .41 : .44 ; .51 : : 1.41 : 1.36 . 1.98 : , 2.70 :
:Girls : . .29 : .31 : .35 : ; .62 i ,65 ! . .76 . . .89 :
To illustrate this interest by choice of subjects, these per
cents are given: MA Voyage in an Air-ship in the Year 2000."
•.Grades
:
9th : 10th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys ': 23. 9% i 27»5/o : 25. Joi 39.6$:
•Girls : 4 . 6 ?o '. 8 . S/o : 7 . 4$»
:
11. lg:
THE ARTISTIC Oh AESTHETIC IMAGINATION.
Of the categories used in this study, the dramatic best repre-
sents the Artistic or aesthetic. Save in the fifth grade the girls
have more of this class of images. This may be accounted for large-
ly by the greater intensity in girls of those feelings that Increase
the power of dramatic expression and appreciation. In visual, and
auditory imagination , in feeling, and in the heroic , creative , imagina-
tion, in all these the girls were superior. This helps to make clear
why girls show more interest in the dramatic or for that matter most
any form of the artistic or aesthetic imagination. For the grades
representing the above interests see table number tv/o(No.2.)
|
CD Hall, "Adolescence ," Vol . II
.
p. 150.
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Por a comparison of dramatic interest for the different grades of
school life for boys and girls, the table fellows:
; Grades . 5th i ' i . —
T
8 tii : 9 th : 10th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys . .69 :. 1.03 : 1.00 . 1.16 : .65 : 1.01 : 1.29 : 1.3T :
: Girls . .11
~
, 1.15 : 1.20 .. 1.34 : 1.26 ; 1.57 : 1.43* : 1.3*5 :
The grades for the heroic imagination arc , also
,
given here. They
are to he explained on much the same ground as the dramatic.
: Grades ; 5 th : 6 Lii : 7th : 8th : 9th : 10th ; 11th; 12 th :
:Boys ; 1.35 : 1.00 : 1.65 : 1.29 : .64 1: 1.01 : 1.29 : 1.31 :
: Girls ; 1.00 ; 1.22": T.3**5**"T 1.2*9 :; 1.57 : 1.43 : 1.35 :
Dr.Edwin G. Dexter, in discussing the subject of "Age and Emi-
nence," says, "The study of the women mentioned in 'Who's Who' shows
that upon the stage and in musical circles recognition is much ear-
lier for them than for men, while in all other callings it is slow-
er. "(1) This seems to point toward the same casual influences that
are found when the figures for the dramatic and heroic imaginative
elements are considered. As suggested before ,may not woman's natur-
ally greater feeling and emotional qualities of imagination explain
in part at least,her greater interest in the dramatic and heroic as
shown in the above tables? Is not this view enforced by tlas fact,
that woman attains eminence earliei in ';-iose callings where these
qualities are pre-eminent factors?
It should be observed, also , that both the dramatic and the he-
roic forms of imagination have rather a steady growth, only fluctu-
ating slightly .probably in obedience to the physiological forces
that are more or less active through these years, to bring about that
functional balance among the organs of the body, that may be necess-
ary to establish harmonious action. As this is more and more ccm-
(l)The Popular Science Monthly, for April , 1905 ,p .543.
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pletely accomplished , there is gradually a higher play of the more
subtle and refined feeling and emotional elements of imagination
that leads to a higher form of the appreciation of the dramatic and
the he r o i c
.
Moreover, the choice of subjects indicate largely the interest
that is active. In the high school, "My First Visit to the Theater,"
was the subject that most clearly showed this element. The follow-
ing table shows the per cent of this subject:
:Grades
:
9th : 10th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys : 3.4% : 4.3# : 4.4# ; 13.6%';
:Girls : 4.GJo ; G. % 1 5.4%' : rj c/
.
* . /O .
While the dramatic imagery is not the only element represent-
ed in the above subject, yet it is much the largest, and the largest
by far for any subject submitted. Two other tables follow, one for
the high school, the other for the grades. The first represents per
cent of choices for subj ect , "A Poor Family:"
: Grades: 9th 10th 11th \ 12th~~7
:.Boy s : 17.5?,': 11. G^: 11.7#T 6.J$:
:Girls : 33. 3&: 24.5%; 26 .3^T~20.1#:
The second, the per cent of choices for "The Story of a Poor
Boy or Girl."
: Grades: 5th : Gth : 7th : "8th :
TBoys : 58.5%: 33.0%': 28.2^: 37.8^:
:Girls : 42.5%: 46.6%: 47.1%: 48.1%:
Of course, the imagery in two subjects represented by these ta-
bles was largely other than dramatic, the remarkable play of feeling
and emotion first took one turn, than another. How dramatic, again
artistic ,at other times,!. was .ujroly feeling that did not rise to
any really artistic form.
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The discussion of aesthetic aliment can not be closed without
reference to the visual and auditory types. They always have a large
place in artistic expression, the first, in form and color, the second,
in poetry and music. For the grades of these two types, see table
number two (So. 2. ) :alsc , the suiie in the discussion of these two ele-
ments on former pages.
The choice of subj ect , "The Woods in Autumn," indicates the
strong appeal that color and beauty of form make. The figures are
as follews:
; ; Grade s : 9th ~Y l'0th~r~llth ; lffESTT
TBoys : 13 .6%
;
: 8.7;<: 14.7% : G.jj£T
Tgirls :' '10.1%: 11.5%: 15. 5%r 18.2%:
Here , also , the girls show a higher average. This may be partly
due to an aesthetic appreciation.
THE ETHICALjMYTHOPOEIC A&D RELIGIOUS IMAGINATION!.
Here may be considered fairy stories , nature myths ,melancholic
moods , religious aspirations and heroic sentimants. All these are
largely involved in the above forms of creative imagination.
It would hardly be expected that the ethical would be eviden-
ced in very high and distinctive forms, but in the choice of such
subjects as "The Story of a Poor Boy or Girl," and "A Poor Family,"
many ethical situations v/ere created, and the great number writing on
these topics indicates the play of ethical thought, even if it be
but in dim, and vague outline. This, at least , indicates sympathy , which
is the basis of genuine altruism. Three hundred and thirty-seven,
(337),boys out of a total of twelve hundred and sixty-one (1261) and
six hundred and fifty-six (G56) girls out of a total of seventeen
hundred and thirty-nine (1739) chose these subjects.

n—
In passing to the consideration if the mythopoeic imagination,
the data is more definite. For illustration, while the treatment of
' the subject , "Hew the Flowers Got their Color," might have taken a
scientific form, it was nearly always that of myth or fairy story.
The fact that this subject Wo*s one for the high school should have
called out more scientific and descriptive treatment , but the mytho-
poeic was still stronger in this subject than the more intellectual
forms of imagination. The table showing per cent of pupils choosing
this subject follows:
; Grade s
:
9 th : 10th : 11th : 12th :
:Boys : M : M. i 0. Jo l 1 • 7yo
:
: Girls : \\M : P
—
&x 2 . O/o :
However, it appears from these figures , especially , when they are
compared with those for "A Fairy Story"in the grades, that the myth-
opceic imagination is losing force, or changing form in the mind of
the high school pupil. This is ,also , shown by the grades for the
fairy -story imagination:
; Grades : 5th ,, 6 th : 7 th ; 8th : 9th : 10th : 11th :;" 12th :
:Boys : ,49 ,;' .62' : ; .66 ! , .85 : .22 : .15 : .20 : ; .17 :
:Girls : .86 , . 1.01 ; ; .90 .96 : .61 : .73 : .65 : , .48 :
It is seen here how much larger the mythopoeic element is in
the lower grade s, and , also, how much more rapidly the boys lose this
imaginative interest in it than girls. This, I think, is due in part
to the fact that boys are more identified with real, concrete affairs
of life which often play sad havoc with the myths that have been so
real to them in the earlier years. And here it may be noticed again
that the girls are nearer the race than the boys. They cling more
tenaciously than boys to those feelings, and moods that have disting-
uished the species in its childhood. They still live more in fancy
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and reverie, in a sort of mysterious feeling of presentiment that
plays round the fringe of consciousness
,
ye t much less often coming
boldly forth in form, color and sound, where it can he defined and
tried in the court of reality and judged as false or true. On the
other hand, "beys grapple earlier and with more determination the
sterner problems of reality. This shakes off, in a sense, those im-
aginative elements that do not square themselves with the concrete
facts with which boys contend. All this is not only shown by the
grades for fairy-story imagination, but also, by the per cent of
choice for such subjects as "A Fairy Story," the table for which
follows:
: Grade 8 : 5 th : 6 th : 7th : 8TH~i 9th : IO~th~: Tlth : ~r2ThT
:Boys 18 . 3^o
:
15. 6#: 27.6#: 8.7,%: " 8.8#:' 5.1# :
:Girls : 2*1 . 2 AJ
:
25. 28.6#: 29.03: 15. 1^: 16. 6#: -37T :
It will be noticed that the per cent for choice of subjects is
much higher than the grade for fairy-story image. The difference is
to be accounted for by the fact that the treatment of the subject in
many compositions was not in keeping with the theme. Some papers
showed that the writers did not have the least idea what a fairy
story is, or if they did, they could not command proper form and imag-
ery for composing.
For nature myth the grades show about the same results as in
fairy stories , except that the number of images of this class was
considerably fewer, as the following table shows:
:Grades : 5 th : 6 th : 7 th : 8th : 9 th : 10 th : 11th : 12th :
:Boys : .37 : .44 ; " .37 : .40 : .24 : .21 : .15 : .05 :
: Girls : • 51 : .63 : .51 : .52 :
1
.33 : .31 : .2~o : .24 :
It is perfectly natural that interest in the mythojjoeic should
be more intense in the lower grades. This is the genetic introduc-
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tion to nature study
,
popular science, and other growing interests of
the adolescent mind. And as these other more advanced and intel-
lectual activities become established , these mythopoeic interests, aB
such, hold proportionally less prominence in the development of the
imagination or in the play of its higher creative forms.
Another interesting phase of imagination is that of melanchol-
ia. It hardly appears at all in the grades. Young life is too ac-
tive there to give it room. But at the onset of puberty , there is a
very slight expression of this element , brought on, no doubt, by the
new direction of consciousness upon self. This grows more pronounc-
ed in the high school, and much more so for girls than for boys. Boys
work off this sort of affect by their more active outdoor life;but
girls,much less active, let their minds dwell upon self. This devel-
ops a morbid feeling that leads to that long list of ills, bred by
the imagination of melancholy. And it may be added, that girls, being
more sensi tive ,are more open to this kind of feeling, even if they
were as much outdoors and as active as boys.
The grades for this form of imagination are as follows ••
; Grades ; 5t'h ; 6 th : 7th : 8th : 9th : 10th : 11th : 12 th :
:Boys : .027: .330 : .220 : .300 : .190 :
:Girls ; .015 : — : .013 : .380 : .320 : .360 : .290 :
The subject that possibly appeals to the melancholic mood best
was "The Woods in Autumn." It is interesting to note how closely
the choice of this subject agrees with the grades for this type of
image , i . e . the grades increase or diminish in general
,
proportionally
as the choice of this subject. The per cents follow:
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TgraaeVf TETi'fCtt : llth'T^th T
:Boys ~T~TgT57£
—8.7& 14. 7#:
: Girls : 10n%rTiT5^T^
Of course, there v/ere many other interests represented by this
subject besides the melancholia.
THE RELIGIOUS IMAGINATION.
This form, like that of fairy stories and nature myths, decreas-
es very markedly , especially for boys, and is not very large at any
period considered here. The grades follow:
: Grades . 5th : 6th ! 7th : 8th ! ; 9th : 10th : 11th ![ 12tk :
:Boys : .76 : .53 !; .29 : .27 i , .27 : .19 : .26 i ! .17 :
:Girls . .97 : .53 : .66 ; .51 i ; .41 : .49 : .53 , ; .51 :
How can the decrease of religious interest as expressed in the
compositions of school children be accounted for when one calls to
mind the investigations and writings of Starbuck, Hall, James and oth-
ers,who have made it perfectly clear that genuine religious emotions
is at its maximum for both sexes, during the early years of adoles-
cence? The low grade and actual decrease, as shown by the table
above,must mean, in part, that genuine religious expression is inhibi-
ted by school environment. Possibly, the greater freedom of such ex-
pression in the years preceding adolescence is partly due to the
fact that their religious sentiments are conventional , and have not
the deep genuineness of those feelings , which belong to the adoles-
cent ferment. And, then, it is certainly true that youths of the ado-
lescent period , especially boys, are very diffident about expressing
those deep religious feelings of doubts , belief and faith,with which
they struggle , sometimes for years. Indeed,with most children there
is a shyness or modesty about expressing the inner longings and emo-
tions that cling to the soul, as an inheritance from the far off, dim
past. |1
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There is unother form of religiouB imagination , which may be
called the heroic. This undoubtedly , is one of the most intense forms
and is commonly manifested as heroic self-sacrifice and self -abnega-
tion. History shows that the heroic appeals powerfully to all clas-
ses and ages of people, and that it seldom fails to stir, in a profound
manner
,
youths of both sexes. The following are the grades for the
heroic imagination:
: Grades i, 5 th : 6 th : 7th : 8 th : 9th : 10th : 11th : 12th :
:Boys ! 1.35 : 1.06 : 1.05 : 1.29 : .84 : 1.01 : 1.29 : 1.3l :
•.Girls : : 1.00 : 1.22 : 1.22 : 1.35 : 1.29 : 1.57 : 1.43 : 1.35 :
The table shows this form of the religious imagination to be
more constant, and to have even an upper tendency in the higher grades
of school. This fact furnishes a wholesome hint as to how the pure
religious imagination in the young may be stimulated by the proper
use of the heroic.
(3) The relation of imagination to the othe r aspects of the
mind
.
The other aspects of the mind taken up in this study are(l) an
appreciation of formal correctness
, (2) humor, (3) feeling, and (4)
perception of logical congruity.
These have,without doubt, an intimate relation net only to dif-
ferent types of imagination, but , also , to its more complex and crea-
tive forms.
FORMAL CORRECTNESS AND VISUAL IMAGINATION.
One would expect these to go together, but there is a closer-
relation than, at first thought ,would be anticipated. If one can
visualize word
,
phrase , sentence
,
paragraph, etc. ,what a difference it
must make in one's ability to produce fine form in written work.
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The same would follow for other lines of activity where form or col-
or are required. It is true there are persons who are poor visual-
izers and
,
yet , skillful in drawing and writing. Never the less , this is
the exception,not the rule.
I present, at this point in the discussion, "both the grades and
the curves for these two forms of psychic activity:
Grades for Formal Correctness.
: Grades : 5 th : 6th : 7th ; 8th : 9th : 10th ; 11th : 12 th :
:Boys : 3.20 > 3.33 • 3.35 : ; 3.77 • 3 • 99 < 4.00 : 3.97 , 4.09 :
; Girls ; 3.41 . 3.61 : 4.06 : , 4.14 : 4.46 : 4.73 ; 4.50 : 4.70 :
Grades for Visual Imagination.
: Grades ; 5 th . 6th : 7 th ; 8 th : 9th : 10th : 11 th ! 12 th :
:Boys . 3 • 66 . 4.02 : 4.05 : ! 4.16 : 4.65 : 4.72 . 4.66 . 4.91 :
: Girls ! 4.10 ! , 4.25 : 4.32 : 4.43 : 4.69 : 4.67 ; 4.88 : 5.00 :
In table number two (HO. 2.) on another page, the grades for
eight types of imagination may be found. The reader may compare
these , also ,with those for formal correctness. The same results may
be seen by consulting the curves for these same types, on another
page, and comparing the curve of each with that for formal correct-
ness •
There are greater variations between other types of imagina-
tion and formal correctness , but this has been explained on former
pages in discussing those types.
But another comparison is made here. The grade of imagination,
or imagination as a whole, is considered in connection with formal
correctness. The curves are introduced as well as the grades:
; Grades : 5th : 6th : 7th : 8th :—9th : 10th : 11th : 12th—
f
iBoys : 3 .26 \ 3 . 39 > o . 39 I 3,68 : 4.02 : 3 . 39 ! 4.00 4.65 :
:Girls : 3,33 : 3.72 3.81 : 4.03 4.13 : 4.19 , 4.14 4.25 :
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Boys.
Girls.
It will be observed that girls rank higher both in imagination
as a whole and in formal correctness. However, if the entire eight
years under consideration are considered , i.e • if the average for
these years is taken, girls excel in all types of imagination, save
the muscular : they, also t are superior in feeling and logic. These
facts , explanations for which have already been suggested ,would seem
to make it clear, why girls have a higher average grade for imagina-
tion as a whole.
HUMOR.
The sense of humor in both boys and girls seems to be rela-
tively low grade. To test their interest in this direction, the sub-
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jects,"A funny Bicvy I Have Reud or Heard , "and "A Good Joke, "were
two (2) out cf six (6) subjects submitted to 1765 pupils in the
grades i and in the high school, "A Laughable Story," "A Comical Char-
acter," and "Jokes I Have Played," were three (3) out of twelve (12)
subjects from which 1235 pupils might freely choose. In the four
grades represented here 149 boys and 107 girls wrote on "A Tunny
Story I Have Read or Heard" ;9fc boys and 70 girls taking "A Good Joke.
In the high school 27 boys and 42 girls selected "A Laughable Story;
25 boys and 27 girls, "A Comical Character," and 11 boys and 15 girls
"Jokes I Have Played." This reveals a greatly decreasing interest
through the grades and high school , in"fun" and the humor side of
thought. If the reader will now refer to tables Uos.3. and 4., on
pages at the close of this study, and to the letter on page seven (7)
for the order of subjects as given in tables, he v/ill find, in per
cent, for each year, not only for these humor subj ects, but, also , for
all the subj ects, the choices of themes made by the pupils whose com-
positions were used in making the data for this study. The total
number for each year,who wrote on humorous subjects were as follows:
: Grades : 5 th : 6 th : 7 th : 8th : 9 th : 10th ! lltli : 12th: Tot
:Bcys : 75 . 59 : 84 : 31 : 25 : 27 8 ; , 3 :3l2
: Girls 46 : 41" : 35 : 25 : 23 14 : , o2 • 26
1
: Total : 130 : 105 : 125 : 66 : 50 : 50 22 : 25 :573
There is much less interest in such subjects as the pupil ad-
vances, if one may judge from the number who wrote on such themes.
But, the grades for the humorous elements in all the compositions ex-
amined gives these results:
: Grades , 5th : 5th : 7th 8th : 9th : 10th : 11th : 12 th :
: Boys
.
r
93 : 1.20 :1.59 1.42 : .86 : 1.20 : .99 : 1,00 :
: Girls ,ol : .78 : .86 .1 .84 .66 : .62 : .99 : : .94 :
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There is not as much humor as one would expect from the number
of themes on special ,humor topics. But this iB explained by the fact
that some of these compositions contained very little of this ele-
ment, and in others the humor was of a most rudimentary sort, — indeed
much of it could hardly be called humor at all.
Dr .Stephen S.Calvin, in analyzing the humor, found in a large
number of school compositions of boys and girls , classifies this ele-
ment under seven categories. The following is taken from his study :j
"Conceptions of humor founded on the teasing and bullying in-
stinct :boys ,19 compositions (56.5 per cent)igirls 17 compositions,
(27.9 per cent.
)
Humor of the farce comedy type:boys 13 compositions (25 per
cent.Jigirls lOcompcsi tions (1G.4 per cent.).
Strikingly ridiculous and absurd situations;boys ,9 compositions
(17.3 per cent.);girls 14 compositions (22.9 per cent.).
A pvn:boys,4 compositions (7.7per cent);girls 5 compositions
(8.2 per cent. )
.
A story with a point: boys, 2 compositions (3.8 per cent) i girls,
no compositions.
A peculiar character : boys ,2 compositions (3.8 per cent)igirls,
4 compositions (G,6 per cent.).
A witty or subtle turn of thought : boys ,3 compositions (5.8 per
cent)i girls, 11 compositions(1.8 per cent.).
The above classification is rot mutually exclusive in all par4
ticulars. The predominating character of each humorous composition
was taken, however ,as determining the head under which it should fall
An attempt v/as made in arranging the various humorous elements to
place them in a progressive order ; the more crude coming first. From
? H
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|
this it can "be seen that the finer elements are lacking in a narked
degree both for boys and girls. It is the discomfiture of a compar-
ison, an absurd situation or a joke of the "knock-about" variety that
lias the most in teres t ."( 1
)
Then, as the imagination becomes more and more rationalized , or
,
in other words, as it develops one finds that its reaction to the
humorous interests of the mind is to render the imagination more
subtle and refined. If visual imagination grows strong that fur-
nishes new interests. The same is true for the auditory type. What
a world of new interests it is capable of arousing! Each type fur-
nishes its interest or group of interests, some more intellectual,
others less so. The facts concerning the relation of humor and im-
agination, both as developed in this study, and , also, in Dr.Colvin's
|l research, all go to show an intimate and vital relation. That rela-
tion is not one of so much less humor, but rather of better quality.
There is an exception as to quantity of humorous element for boys
in the sixth and seventh grades. This nusy be accounted for when it
is called to Kind that is the ago in beys for a superabundance of
that class of humor brought out by the bullying and teasing instinct
;
on the whole the compositions showed that as imagination developed,
the humorous element was more refined. For the boys, the decrease in
,j
the high school may show that they are entering upon more serious
and practical lines of thought. Here the curves for humor, and audi-
I
tory, tactual,muscular and pain types of imagination are presented
together for comparison.
(l)Ped.Sem.Vol.IX.p.413. '
r
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When the nature of the jokes and fun-making of young people of
the ages represented here is considered , it can be readily seen how
closely identified the humorous, at tfcif period,would be with these
forms of imagination. How much the ear is appealed to in joking!
There seems hardly any end to the tactual-motor situations that
youths of both sexes so often are delighted in creating, also. Then,
many persons, especially boys, are much amused by causing others dis-
comfort
,
and, in many instances , even pain.
4
TBBLXJTQ
.
No attempt was made to form separate categories of feeling,
such as egoistic .altruistic .painful ,pleasureable .aesthetic ,rcligious
etc., but feeling as a unit, i.e. all feeling quality, as far as the
writer could estimate "by a study of the manuscripts submitted .was
put down in making up the grades. These results were obtained:
: Grades : fth . 6 th . 7 th : 8th : 9th : 10th : 11th 12 th :
:33cys . 3.91 . 4.13 4.14 : 4.27 : 4.55 : 4.49 : 4.57 4.72 :
:Girls 4.00 ' 4.26 i, 4.46 : 4.49 : 4.57 : 4.86 : 4.76 : , 4.90 :
There was a steady growth in feeling both for boys and girls,
through the eight years, save a very slight decrease for boys in the
second year of the high school, and for girls in the third year. It
is one of the most important psychic elements. This is shewn clear-
ly in its relation to various types and forms of imagination. A
comparison of the grades (see table lTo.2.at the close of this study)
for feeling, and for the higher group of intellectual types of imagi-
nation , namely , visual , auditory , tactual , and muscular types , and , also
,
some higher creative forms, namely, scientific, heroic, dramatic, and
historic .will indicate a most vital connection and inter-relation.
A comparison of curves for these mental factors helps to make the
connections of these elements clear.
The relation is further empnasized ,when it is pointed out that
the girls were superior to the beys in feeling, and , also , in visual,
tactual, auditory .olfactory
,
pain, and organic types of imagination
also, in grade of imagination as a whole. The boys were superior only
in the muscular or motor type of imagination, a form not so closely
connected with the higher feelings* In some of these types, notably,
auditory
,
girls were in advance all the time,while in some other
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types they only showed their superiority when the whole period of
eight years was considered.
Again, in creative for. is of imagination where feeling is often
a loading element , namely , the heroic and the dramatic , the girls ex-
celled. Even in the historic where the "boys had a much stronger in-
terest, all through the course, it is , nevertheless , a fact ,( consult
table No. 2.) that ,measured in per cent, the interest of girls, in the
historic increased much more rapidly. Taking the grade in the first
year under history (for boys
. „249 , and for girls .039) as 100 per cent
and reconstructing the table in per cent, the showing would he as
follows:
: Grade
s
. 5th : 6th : 7 th : 8th : 9 th : 10th : 11th" Y 12th :
:Boys . loo;' : 102;; : l£7$ : 59$ : 140$ :' 196?; : 313$ : 506$ :
:Girls ioo;« : m% : 353$ : 294$ : 333$ : 512$ : 539$ : 82q$ :
The relation of imagination to feeling may be stated this way:
Every image suggests feeling and every feeling, in turn, suggests an
image
.
Dr .Boris Sid is, in discussing the psycho-physical phase of men-
tal activity ,makes this statement : "A group of nerve-cells with a
more or less function become gradually organized and form a stable
organization. The more complex, howe ver , a system of nerve-cells is,
the greater its instability , and in the very highest constellations
of clusters, the instability reaches its maximum. The instability of
a system is in proportion to its complexity. In the very highest
constellations the instability is extreme, and there is going on a
continuous process of variation. Under the action of the slightest
external or internal stimuli, such unstable systems or constellations
lose their equilibrium, dissolve and form new systems or enter into
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combinations with other constellations • On the psychical side we
hare the continuous fluctuation of the content of attention. There
is a continuous process of association and dissociation of constel-
lations ."( 1
)
Thus internal or external stimuli set up their various types
of imagination , feeling producing image, and image calling forth feel-
ing. The compositions of school children are good material for il-
lustrating the working of this interrelated and complex process.
This relation has "been well recognized in all the standard works in
psychology , but possibly has not been shown from the point of view
here presented.
LOGIC.
Ho high standard of attainment would be expected in the logi-
cal element of the written work of school children, ye t , as said before
in this discussion, logical sequence, and unity, in an elementary sense
might be taken into account. The grade for this interest were as
follows:
: Grades : 5th : 6th : 7th : 8th : 9 th : 10th : 11th : 12th :
:Bcys : 3.12 : 3.28 : 3.31 : 3.50 : 3.39 : 3.80 : 3.28 : 3.05 :
: Girls ; 3.21 : 3.47 : 3.45 : 3.36 : 3\84 : 4.25 : 3.75 : 4.24 :
The girls are superior in logical power as shown by their
written work. This may partially be accounted for in the lower
grades if the theory, that the associat ional centers do not develop
fully until puberty be accepted ;however , this explanation v/ould not
hold for the higher grades. But another factor tiiat is important in
all the grades* and especially in the high school, is the greater in-
terest girls take in language and composition. This is almost uni-
(1) Sidis,"The Psychology of Suggestion. "pp. 210-211
.
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versal. Boys hats spelling
,
grammar and motoric. TiieBe subjects
are too formal .arbitrary for their independent spirits. This is not
the case witn girls. They are of a less experimenting, and independ-
ent turn of mind. They find more satisfaction in language and liter-
ature. They do better work in English composition. This becomes
much more noticeable in the high school than in the grades, and may
this not be the reason fcr the much higher logical unity found in the
compositions of girls? The writer believes this is the correct in-
terpretation of the grades for logic.
At this place, the curves fcr formal correctness ,humor , feeling,
and imagination as a whole (grade of imagination) are introduced for
comparative study.
( 4 ) The different imaginative interests of the sexes.
Throughout this discussion , thus far, all the data for both sexes
have been presented separately and in contrast, so that the different
imaginative interests have been already considered more or less care-
fully, in connection with the treatment of other interests. There is
little need now for any thing more than a brief summing up.
In the typical imaginative interests , only one is found in which
boys excel emphatically. This is the muscular type. The curves are
reproduced here in contrast. The cause is apparent, Patrick(l) es-
timates that women only have about two -thirds the muscular strength
of men. This sex difference is more marked,probably, after puberty as
the grades and curves of this study show. Prior to this period girls
are usually much more active; so the muscular or motor sense is more
pronounced. In the ether seven typical imaginative interests
,
girls
are, on the whole , superior in every one, and this superiority is es-
(l)The Psychology of Women.Pep. Sci.Ho. , June 1395.
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specially remarkable in audi Lory , organic , and gustatory types in every
one of the eight years , covered in this study, and in visual and ol-
factory types in the grades ialso , in tactual and pain types in the
high school or grades nine , ten, eleven and twelve as I have designated
the high school period. Suggestions in explanation of these varia-
tions have already "been presented.
In the more creative forms of imaginative interests
,
girls are
superior in every grade for fairy story ,nature myth, heroic , (except
grade five (5 ) ) , dramatic (except grade five 5), religious and melan-
cholia; beys, in scientific and historic;while for common place inter-
ests boys show superiority on the whole ,girls leading by a slight
margin in the grades , boys , by a considerably greater increase in the
high school.
Boys seem to like those imaginative interests where critical,
reflective and original qualities of imagination and intellectual
acumen arc at a premium;girls , those , in which feeling and emotion
play a larger part. Mary Whiton Calkins in her study of "The Emo-
tional Life of Children" (1 ) ,makes this same tendency of difference
clear.
(5) The distinctive function of imagination in the growth of
mind
.
It has been shown that imagination must be evolved out of sen-
sations of this or that class or of compounds of various kinds of
sensation. If all sense experience were cut off , imagination would
be impossible. The senses , then, condition it. The function of the
senses in their relation to the imagination seems plain. But what
is the distinctive use of imagination? At first, in life, action is
(l)Ped.Sem.Vol.III.p.319.
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instinctive or impulsive. An act in this sense is uncertain. There
is lack of co-ordination in the processes. But later,when images
are produced in the mind, there is gradually higher cc-crdination.
The act proceeding from an image bears a more definite relation to
its stimulus. The image is the cause of new and more definite ad-
justments. The imagination furnishes the mind with working ideas.
These are naturally dim and vague in the young child. They are to
"be rationalized "by future work that the child's mind must do for
itself. The data in this study show that this is the course the
mind takes. In the earlier years children were more interested in
the mythopceic for illustration, in the fifth grade "boys have a grade
of .49 for fairy stories, and girls, .86, while in the twelfth, boys
have only .17 and girls,. 48. In the fifth, boys have a grade of .37
for nature myths, and girls , .51 ,while in the tv/elfth, boys have only
.05 and girls,. 24. On the other hand, for scientific interests , boys
in the fifth, have a grade of .48, and girls , .32 ,while in the twelfth,
boys have, 2. 70 and girls,. 89; in history boys have in the fifth,
a
grade of .249, and girls , .039 ,while in the twelfth, boys have, 1.260 and
girls .320. A further study of the data of the table No. 2.,will
show the sane tendency to advance from the mythic and vague to the
rational and distinct forms of imagination.A&ain,a study of the data
for the higher intellectual types of imagination shows that these
forms strengthen in the last years of the high school. This is in
obedience tc the rationalizing processes. The imagination is passing
from the obscure to the sharply defined image. Here, then, is the
function of imagination. It furnishes a basis for higher co-ordi-
nations. There seems to be no end to its creative flights. It goes

on setting tasks that challenge all the intellectual ingenuity and
power of the human mind. When once the mind feels the intoxicating
pleasure of successful achievement in creative work, the impulse to
push on knows no bounds. In geography , history , literature ,mathematics
science
,
philosophy , and religion ,mater ial without limit is at hand to
keep the mind aflame in its creative interpretations.
Of course, one should keep firmly in mind the fact that various
types of imagination do not work separately in consciousness but as
a complex unity in the same sense that the mind acts as a whole. Cer-
tainly ,however , it is true for most persons that a single type pre-
dominates.
One may say , then, that the great distinctive function of imagi-
nation is to furnish the mind with its working capital. The variety
and richness of these ideas, v/ill depend upon the strength and work-
ing power of the different types that are blended together to form
imagination as a whole. Of its complexity Baldwin declaims that "It
is impossible to isolate a single track of nervous connection from
the general network of elements which constitute the ground of all
sensorial reaction: and the difficulty is almost as great in regard
to mental phenomena. The idea which, we single out as the suggestion
of a preceding state is only one, in most cases, of a great plurality
of lines of mental direction which are open for our pursuit. And
this complexity is enhanced when we remember that the suggesting idea
is itself only one of the numerous suggesting progeny of other
states antecedent to it. Then so-called lines of direction pursu-
ing the figure of a field of consciousness to which these lines
would be perpendicular all tend outward from a given point, the
suggesting idea, Por example , the year 1492 suggests the discovery
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of America, the great events of the Italian Renaissance , the Humanis-
tic movement , and the Exodus of the children of Israel , together v/ith
any or many individual associations which may have "been formed v/ith
it, such as the dates of other geographical discoveries. Now in the
revival of this network of relations , the richness of its suggestions
may serve as a help or as a hindrance to memory , according as the or-
der of the revival be a converging or a diverging association. "( 1
)
The distinctive function of the imagination stands out in its
highest form in the minds apperceiving consciousness. Here is seen
the synthetic activity "by which the mental data of all kinds whatso-
ever are constructed or re-created. New and higher forms and com-
binations of relations are produced. The mind id interpreting its
new experiences in terms of its former experience. There is con-
stantly going on in such a mind , consciously or unconsciously , com-
parison and contrast of the past imagery and experience of the mind,
with that which is arising in the present moment. It is as if an
inner and an cuter activity were wrestling for mastery, and the pro-
duct is a blended one, part old and part new, --a rational and consist-
ent product in proportion as the mind as a whole has been developed.
( 6 ) The extent to which imagination of school children is un-
der the control of those who teach
.
Since imagination grows out of material supplied by sensation,
it is plain that its development is very largely under the control
of the teacher, and those, who direct educational forces. This, of
course , includes all parental instruction, and this training of the
early years is of no slight educational importance. However, the
work of the teacher, in following up properly what has been done be-
(1) Baldwin, "Handbook of Psychology , "p. 209
.

forethe pupil comes into his hands, is not less important if imagina-
tion is to have a proper development. But what is it that may he
done to control the growth of this mental power?
In former paces eight typical forms of imagination have been
discussed. To illustrate what is meant by control some of these may
be considered again from the point of view of pedagogy.
How may visual imagination be controlled or made to grow? Of
course, the re is one way, --by exercising it. But,how? By definite
appeal to form and color in nature study , drawing, carving, and painting.
If one is to have the sense of form or color, these must be re-acted
upon until images, vague at first though they be, are fixed in the
mind as centers around which activity may continue until these dim
images become sharply and clearly defined as finished working mater-
ial of the mind.
Does any one say this is only worthless theory? I reply, yes,
it is, as mere theory; but if the theory is put into practice, it is in-
finitely valuable. The work of doing this only needs trained minds
and skilled hands to devise ways and means, and then, to set school
boys and girls to work intelligently and persistently to make the
visualizing power of much higher order. An what applies to visuali-
zation hols equally good for all types of imagination as well. Let
parents and teachers but consistently set children to work with
right material an in a right way and good results must follow.
Interpretation of literature is to no small extent a matter of
visual imagery. This is particularly true of all descriptive poetry
and prose. The above pages have pointed out the fact that as the
pupil advances in his school work verbal-motor, symbolic images tend
to take the place of living , visual images. This may be a positive
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gain in seme forms of mental association, but it deprives life of
much of its color and richness. The teacher of English Bhoulu sec
to it that the images suggested in the text have an actual existence
in the mind of the pupil in the high school.
Too much time is spent in critical analysis , his torical inter-
pretation, and philological comment; too little on the real understand-
ing of the picture presented. Give a boy a page of Evangeline to
read and then ask him to shut the book and give back to you the vis-
ual images the scene presents* You will find the poverty of his
imagery almost appalling. The printed pages should not stand between
us and real life, it should rather reveal the beauties of the world
about us. If we wish, then, to cultivate visual imagination,we must
think less of grammar and rhetoric and more of nature. We must not
make the means of expression the end of studyjwe should rather aim
to get at the essence behind the words and forms.
What applies to visual imagery also allies to auditory ,mo tor
and all other forms, in a certain degree. The problem all along the
line is not to allow mere signs and sounds to become the reality;we
must prevent, if jDOssible , the sacrifice of the pupil* s vital exper-
ience to the artificial convenience of educational systems and peda-
gogical formulae.
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TA3LE NO. 3.
SHOWING CHOICE OF SUBJECTS III THE GRADES •
: Subjects: Grade 5 . Grade 6 : Grade 7 : Grade 8:
: I.Boys : 18.7% : 17.8% ! 25 .2..; 11.5% .
:
" Girls: 14.9% : 13.4% : o
—
tV .7.1% :" " ~Q*8 . 3/o :
: 1 1. Boys : 13.5% 20.2/0 : 8
.
9%
—tt— —
r
. 11. 0/b :
:
" Girls, iu.y/3 R C& O . 1,0 .
: III. Boys: 38 . 5% ; , 33.8%' : 28.2% 37.8;% :
: Girls: 42.5? : ; 46.6% 1 ; 47.1% ! , 48.1% :
: IV. Boys : 2.6% , 0. % , 2. % :
:
" Girls: 1.3% , 0. % . , Tl" • 3% :
: V.Boys : 13.5% 18.3% 19.8% i 27.8% :
: " Girls: 21.2% 25.1% : ; 28.6% ; , 29.03%':
: VI. Boys : 13.2% 9.9% : .. 16.4% : 9.4% :
:
" Girls: 9.2% ; %M : 10 . 1% 6M :
Tlie letter sent out to principals and super intendents
,
given on
a former page , contains these subjects in the order tabulated here.
TABLE NO. 4.
SH0Y/I1IG CHOICE OF SUBJECTS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.
: Subjects: Year 1. : Year II:Year III :Year IV;
: I.Boys: 23.9% : , 27.5%. : 25. % 39.6% :
: "Girls: 4.6% : 8 .8% ! 1-4 11.1% :
: II. Boys: .5% :—rrir-; ; 0. % :
: "Girls: .4% 2 . % 2.8% :
: III. Boys: 4,4% . 8.7% ;
: "Girls: 5.8$ . 3.7% 4.1% . : 9. '% :
: IV.Boys: 1.9%' 4.3% : 11.7% , 5.1% :
: "Girls: 1.5% : 4.6% 2
- 5 •
—o Vs; .
. ±Jo .
: V.Boys: 3.4% ; ' 4.3% : 4.4% , 13.6% :
: "Girls: 4.6% . 6. % : 5.4% 7
—
9—r
; VI. Boys: 17.5% : ; 11.6% 11.7% 6.9% :
: "Girls: 33.3% 24 . 5% ; 26.3% , 20.1% :
:VI i. Boys: 15.1% : 13.7% : 7.3% 15 . 5% :
: "Girls: 17.4% : 13.4%; : 19.6% : 11.8% :
:VlII3oys: 8.7%' : 5. % ; 8.8% : 5.1% :
: "Girls: 15.1% . 16.6% ; 12.1% , 5 y—ry. jo .
: IX. Boys: 5.8°/ : 6.5% : 4.4% : 1.7% :
: "Girls: 3.5% : 4.2% : 4.7% ! 1.4% :
: X.Boys: 13.6% : 8.7% ; 14.7% . 6.9% :
: "Girls: 10.1% ; 11.5% : 13.5% : 18.2% :
: XI .Boys: 2.9% ! 4.3% : 4.4% : 7S W~~.~U • yo .
: "Girls: 3.1% . 2.3% : 2. % : 2.8% :
:XII.Boys: 1.9% ; 4.3% : 0. % " 1.7% :
: "Girls: .4$ : 2.7% ;—?rlr-] 4.9%' :
The twelve (12) subjects for the High School were ,also , named
in the letter referred to above.
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